Squamous cell carcinoma of lung associated with rare cutaneous-paraneoplastic syndrome-systemic lupus erythematosus (SLE)

Abstract

The burden of lung cancer is rising at alarming rates. Their coexistence with cutaneous-paraneoplastic syndromes is not uncommon. We observed nests of malignant cells from the lung biopsy, hyperkeratosis with lymphocytic infiltration at the dermoeipidermal junction from the biopsies of the skin lesion in an elderly man with history of addiction to nicotine and tobacco smoke. An immunological assay targeting auto-antibodies dsDNA and ANA were identified, possibly establishing an unknown and uncommon mechanism common to both lung cancer and Systemic Lupus Erythematosus (SLE).

Article

In the early 20th century, lung cancer was considered to be very rare but now it is the leading cause of cancer death worldwide, reaching an epidemic proportion. The report of GLOBOCAN series by the International Agency for Research on cancer summarizes the highest incidences and mortality for lung cancer throughout the globe with significant differences in the patterns and presentations from region to region.

Various etiological factors have been identified, but the most striking causative factors are cigarette smoke, tobacco smoke and exposure to inhaled carcinogens. The ratios of smokers versus non-smokers have been compared and are at a raise. There are variations in the demographic patterns of distributions in the histology’s of lung cancers. In many Western countries adenocarcinoma has become the commonest14 while most of the Indian studies have described squamous cell carcinoma as the commonest histology in both men and women3 however change in the pattern has emerged.3

Their associations with various cutaneous-paraneoplastic syndromes are not uncommon in European, American and Australian subcontinents but are extremely rare in Asian population especially in Indians. Tylosis, Dermatomyositis and polymyositis, Vasculitis, SLE, are few to name.10–12

SLE is an autoimmune, multisystem disease, rarely seen in lung cancers. In some of the reported cases it may precede diagnosis of malignancy while in few it may occur late in the course of disease or can be precipitated by exposure to immunosuppressive drugs or with history of active smoking. Compared with the general population, overall there is a slight surge (10-15%) in the incidence of lung cancer in patients diagnosed with SLE.14

Case report

A 71 year old man, presented with history of excoriation and ulceration of skin over the dorsal of hands, feet, anterior and posterior surfaces of his chest (Figures 1A-1C), fatigue and dry cough of 10 months duration. He was a chronic smoker with smoking index of greater than 40 pack years and was on beta blockers and ACE inhibitors for ischemic heart disease. Chest roentogram showed alveolar infiltrates in the left upper zone. In suspicious of malignancy, FDG PET/CT scan was advised which showed a metabolically active 7.6X5.6X5cm lesion in the posterior segment of the upper lobe of the left lung, with multiple bilaterally enlarged mediastinal lymph nodes, largest measuring 4.3X2.3cm seen in the subcarinal region (Figures 1D-1F). CT guided core biopsy from lung lesion showed moderately differentiated squamous cell carcinoma with extensive necrosis (Figure 2A) (Figure 2B). Immunohistochemistry staining of the neoplastic cells expressed p63 (Figure 2F) and were negative for TTF-1. Biopsy from the skin lesion showed hyperkeratosis with follicular plugging and basal cell vacuolation with superadded dermatophyte infection (Figure 2C) (Figure 2D). Immunological studies were performed; positivity for anti-nuclear antibody and dsDNA were detected (Figure 2E).

Rarity in occurrence, this case posed a diagnostic perplexity. With series of investigations performed, the final diagnosis of carcinoma lung with coexistence of paraneoplastic cutaneous syndrome - Lupus erythematosus was established. Patient was planned on six to eight cycles of palliative chemotherapy, received only three cycles of palliative chemotherapy, due to drop in the WBC counts, chemotherapy was withheld in view of grade IV leucopenia. In due course of time, there was complete resolution of the cutaneous lesions (Figure 3A-3D). Patient was subjected for interim FDG PET imaging which showed partial response to treatment, as per RECIST criteria.13 In view of complete response of skin lesions and partial response of lung lesions, patient was planned for palliative radiotherapy. He received a biological equivalent dose of 60Gy to the gross tumor volume on linac via IMRT technique.
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Figure 1 Excoriation and ulceration of skin over the dorsum of hands, feet, anterior and posterior surfaces of his chest.

Figure 2 CT guided core biopsy from lesion showed moderately differentiated squamous cell carcinoma with extensive necrosis.

Patient improved considerably and was asymptomatic at the completion of treatment with complete resolution of skin lesions following chemotherapy. Repeat PET/CT imaging was done to assess the response of the lung lesion post radiotherapy. The scan revealed complete response of the lung lesion to treatment (Figure 3E) (Figure 3F).

Discussion

The cytogenetic studies of lung cancer have identified many chromosomal changes and structural aberrations which include deletions and translocations. Various mutations seen are either due to activation of the dominant cellular proto-oncogenes of the ras and myc family or the inactivation of the tumour suppressor genes or both.16,17

The genetics of SLE is T-cell DNA demethylation, which promotes a condensed chromatin configuration that is inaccessible to transcription factors. The methylation patterns are then replicated each time a cell divides by DNA methyltransferase 1. Inhibition of T-cell DNA methylation converts helper CD4+ T cells into autoreactive, cytotoxic and pro-inflammatory cells that cause lupus-like autoimmunity.18

The pathogenesis that associates SLE and lung cancer remains undetermined, various hypotheses have been established like the genetic susceptibility, predisposing to the development of both SLE and lung cancer and the development of the former may also be facilitated by smoking.19,20 Another theory associated is, through the development of fibrotic lung disease, suggesting that pneumonitis could lead to chronic inflammation and could induce DNA damage, leading to cytogenetic abnormalities that may lead to the development of lung cancer.21,22 Yet another theory states that, SLE and the drugs used in the treatment, might serve as a risk factor for malignancy by the cytotoxic effect exhibited by the drug.23 Lung cancers and their counter immune mechanism may lead to various autoantibody productions with initiation or precipitation of SLE, which can severely affect the organ function and quality of life, thus treating the underlying cancer may be the utmost priority for better outcomes and for survival benefits.

There are very few reported cases of SLE coexisting with lung cancer and the etiology is by far unknown. A multicentre international cohort study was performed by Bin J et al.,24 to provide a brief report.

of the lung cancer cases from an SLE cohort and concluded that histological pattern of distribution of lung cancer were similar in SLE cohort and in general population but incidence of malignancy was slightly high in SLE cohorts when compared with general population with a standardized incidence rate 1.37, but hasn’t thrown light on the exact mechanism of coexistence.24 Incidence of SLE and lung cancer was higher in women.25–28 The reported incidence of lung cancers coexisting with SLE or vice versa in Indian population compared to western population are very few, the incidence is being less than 2%.1

In our report, with the aid of supplementary investigations we could arrive at a final diagnosis but the treatment options were considered with a grain of salt due to the immuno-compromised status of the patient.

With utmost care and precaution Chemotherapy was initiated and fortunately Chemotherapy neither precipitated nor flared his cutaneous symptoms and to our surprise the immuno-compromised patient responded very well for Chemotherapy and his skin lesions resolved completely but drop in his WBC counts, raised a question for further continuation and thus Chemotherapy was withheld. Radiotherapy was supplemented to treat his partially responded lung lesions; with a slight dilemma in mind regarding the interaction of radiation with the skin lesions. High precision and daily monitoring, Radiotherapy was delivered successfully. Radiation nor aggravated or precipitated the skin lesions and with complete response of lung lesions.

However, we were unable to conclusively establish the sequence of appearance of the co-existent conditions, the precipitating factors involved or whether the malignant transformation was due SLE or malignancy induced immune alteration precipitated SLE?

This is a rare case of lung cancer with co-existing immune-compromised condition-SLE, which resolved with chemotherapy (Figure 3).
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